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ABSTRACT: 
Publish-Subscribe system is a message passing system in which subscribers in a topic-based 
system will receive all messages published to the topics to which they subscribe, and all 
subscribers to a topic will receive the same messages. The publisher is responsible for 
defining the classes of messages to which subscribers can subscribe. A content-based 
publish/subscribe (pub/sub) framework that delivers matching content to subscribers in their 
desired format. Such a framework enables the pub/sub system to accommodate richer content 
formats including larger text files containing huge number of events to be published with 
different properties and other content. In CCD(Customized Content Dissemination), users 
(consumers) in addition to specifying their information needs (subscription queries), also 
specify their profile which includes the information about their receiving context which 
includes characteristics of the device used to receive the content. The pub/sub system besides 
being responsible for matching and routing the published content, also becomes responsible 
for converting the content into the suitable format for each user. 

Keywords: Publish, Subscribe, CCD, Rich Content Formats, Customized Content 
Dissemination. 

[1] INTRODUCTION 

[1.1] WHAT IS PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE SYSTEM? 

Today millions of users are subscribing to content over a network by setting sets of 

filtering rules. Web applications, such as Twitter, Facebook and RSS feeds, enable users to 

specify their interests and subscribe to updates provided by information publishers. They 

usually leverage a Publish/Subscribe infrastructure, which enables distributed components to 

subscribe to the event notifications (or events, for simplicity) they are interested to receive, 

and to publish those they want to spread around. [Figure 1] shows overview of 

Publish/Subscribe system [2]. 

[1.2] ELEMENTS OF A PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE SYSTEM 

Publish/Subscribe systems, shortly named pub/sub systems; establish a connection 

between publishers (producers) and subscribers (consumers) of events, behaving as a mediator 
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between publishers and subscribers. This way, publishers are decoupled from subscribers; 

they do not need to be aware of each other. Publishers submit events to the Publish/Subscribe 

system which is responsible for notifying the interested subscribers. Subscribers specify the 

events they are interested in to the Publish/Subscribe system through a subscription language. 

The goal of pub/sub matching is to notify a potentially large set of subscribers about matching 

events quickly (in terms of latency) and efficiently (in terms of throughput) .In such systems, 

the matching component may easily become the bottleneck of the Publish/ Subscribe 

infrastructure. On the other hand, in several applications, the performance of the 

Publish/Subscribe infrastructure may be a key factor. As an example, in financial applications 

for high-frequency trading, a faster processing of incoming event notifications may produce a 

significant advantage over competitors. Similarly, in intrusion detection systems, the ability to 

timely process the huge number of event notifications that results from observing the 

operation of a large network is fundamental to detect possible attacks, reacting to them before 

they could compromise the network. 

 
Figure: 1. Overview of Publish/Subscribe system. 

[1.3] SUBSCRIPTION MODELS 

There are two models of pub/sub systems: topic-based and content-based [3]. 

• Topic-based Model: Events are grouped in topics, i.e. a subscriber declares its interest for a 

particular topic to receive all events pertaining to that topic. Each topic corresponds to a 

logical channel ideally connecting each possible publisher to all interested subscribers. The 

main drawback of the topic-based model is the very limited expressiveness it offers to 

subscribers. A subscriber interested in a subset of events related to a specific topic receives 

also all the other events that belong to the same topic.  

• Content-based Model: Subscribers express their interest by specifying conditions over the 

content of events they want to receive. In other words, a subscription is a query formed by a 

set of constraints composed through different operators. Possible constraints depend on the 

attribute type and on the subscription language. Most subscription languages comprise 

equality and comparison operators. In content-based Publish/Subscribe, events are not 

classified according to some predefined criterion (i.e., topic name), but rather according to 

properties of the events themselves. 

 The difference between the two categories lies in how the message broker matches the 

events against the subscriptions. Events are made up of predicates, in the form of <attribute= 
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value>. The topic-based Publish/Subscribe system matches messages using the attribute, 

while the content-based Publish/Subscribe system matches messages according to the value. 

For example, in a topic-based Publish/Subscribe system, the message <price=50> are 

redirected to the subscribers with interests in price rather than value. In a content based 

Publish/Subscribe system, subscriptions are in the form of <attribute (comparison operator) 

value>. For example, the message <price=50> will be sent to subscribers interested in price 

exactly equal to rather than <price<40> or <price>40>.  

The content-based Publish/Subscribe system is an emerging alternative to the 

traditional topic-based Publish/Subscribe system, since it permits more flexible subscriptions 

along multiple dimensions. However, the content based Publish/Subscribe system is more 

compute-intensive because it inspects the content of the message. 

[1.4.] REQUIREMENT OF CUSTOMIZATION IN PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE 

FRAMEWORK 

PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE (pub/sub) systems provide a selective dissemination scheme 

that delivers published content only to the receivers that have specified interest in it.[3] To 

provide scalability, pub/sub systems are implemented as a set of broker servers forming an 

overlay network. Clients connect to one of these brokers and publish or subscribe through that 

broker. When a broker receives a subscription from one of its clients, it acts on behalf of the 

client and forwards the subscription to others in the overlay network. Similarly, when a broker 

receives a produced content from one of its clients, it forwards the content through the overlay 

network to the brokers that have clients with matching subscriptions. These brokers then 

deliver the content to the interested clients connected to them. 

Here, we present our work on customized content dissemination (CCD) and extend it to 

address the effect of heterogeneity and concurrent publications in the system. We consider the 

problem of customized delivery in which clients, in addition to specifying their interest also 

specify the format in which they wish the data to be delivered. The broker network, in 

addition to matching and disseminating the data to clients also customizes the data to the 

formats requested by the clients. As the published content becomes richer in format, 

considering content customization within the pub/sub system can significantly reduce 

resource consumption. Such content customizations have become more attractive due to 

recent technological advances that  has led to significant diversification of how users access 

information. Emerging mobile and personal devices, for instance, introduce specific 

requirements on the format in which content is delivered to the user. Consider a distributed 

video dissemination application over Twitter where users can publish video content that must 

be delivered to their followers (subscribers). Followers may subscribe to such channel using a 

variety of devices and prefer the content to be customized according to their needs. 

Additionally, device characteristics such as screen resolution, available network bandwidth, 

etc., may also form the basis for required customization. 

Another example of such customized content dissemination system is dissemination of 

GIS maps annotated with situational information in responding to natural or manmade 

disasters. In this case, receivers may require content to be customized according to their 

location or language. Simply extending the existing pub/sub architectures by forcing the 
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subscribers or publishers to customize content may result in significant inefficiencies and 

suboptimal use of available resources in the system. Therefore, there is a need for novel 

approaches for customized dissemination of content through efficient use of available 

resources in a distributed networked system. The key issue in customized content 

dissemination using distributed pub/sub framework is where in the broker network should the 

customization be performed for each published content? An immediate thought is to perform 

requested customizations at the sender broker prior to delivery. Such approach could result in 

significant network cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 2. Overview of Publish/Subscribe system. 

Consider a simple broker in Network from [Figure 2] where node A publishes a file in 

―pdf format and nodes G, H, and I have subscribers that requested this content in txt, doc, 

and otf formats, respectively. By performing customizations in sender broker, A, the same 

content is transmitted in three different formats through <A;B> and <B;D> links which results 

in increased network cost. The alternate might be to defer customizations to the receiver 

brokers or broker D. Consider another case where J, K and L have subscribers with hand held 

devices that requested the video in otf format. If the customizations are deferred to receiver 

brokers, conversion from pdf  to otf is done three times, once in each receiving broker which 

results in higher consumption of computation resource in brokers. This also increases the 

communication cost by transmitting larger size file in pdf format while it could be transmitted 

in txt format that has smaller size. 

[2] RELATED WORK 

Existing research works in publish subscribe system mainly focus on many Aspects of 

content-based systems like filtering and routing of events. One of them is to Provide a selective 

dissemination scheme that delivers published content only to the Receivers that have specified 

interest in it. The major hurdle in it is to correct placement of conversion operator. Also publish 

subscribe system are widely used for transfer of Multimedia file. As every portable device does 

not have same characteristics, there is Need of converting multimedia files from one format to 

another. Many researchers have Attempted to device customization and operator placement 

algorithms for content based Publish/subscribe systems. In [7] authors have implemented 

sequential algorithms which Will deliver matching multimedia content to subscribers. Similar 

algorithms can be used To customization of content based publish/subscribe system.  

Siena system provides asynchronous event delivering and notification service in a 

Distributed network. It is widely used in several kinds of distributed research projects. Siena 

system cannot be used for multimedia file transfers. In siena events are auto Generated.  
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[3] PROPOSED WORK 

Content based subscriptions systems are an emerging alternative to traditional publish 

subscribe systems, because they permit more flexible subscriptions along multiple dimensions. 

In these systems, each subscription is a set of predicates which may test arbitrary attributes 

within an event. However, the matching problem for content based systems, determining for 

each event the subset of all subscriptions whose predicates match the event, is still an open 

problem. But main focus is not on implementation matching algorithms instead deliver such 

matched contents to user as per their requirements i:e in suitable format. 

Delivering the results in required format with minimum possible cost is challenging 

task. Implement such algorithm which will provide all possible results at correct end with 

minimum cost. Cost is generally measured in terms of time taken to deliver a matched event. 

[3.1] PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Design and develop publish/subscribe framework with customization at each node and 

find the valid customization plan with minimum total cost. 

[3.2] OBJECTIVES 

1. To implement Publish / Subscribe System (Distributed system with many nodes) 

2. To implement Customize Content dissemination (Possible at every node) 

3. To minimize cost of transmission. 

 

[4] CONCLUSION 

In this paper I survey on customized content dissemination(CCD) system, where 

content is only delivered to receivers that have requested it and in their desired format. Operator 

placement algorithms on top of content based pub/ sub framework to customize content format 

such that dissemination cost, which we defined transmission (communication) costs, is 

minimized. Transmission cost can be minimized by transferring data structures to the broker 

machines instead of transferring entire file. 

Siena distributed Pub/Sub System provides a loosely-coupled, asynchronous model 

which is useful in many fields of network utilization. Several areas are still open for research 

like Effective routing and filtering algorithms for better performance, Fault tolerance, Security 

and hence these are the disadvantages carried in this customized content dissemination system. 
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